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The book measures 11.5" x 11.5" and include following: 1 gusset pocket with 5"x7" recipe cards
6 pattern sheets 1 alphabet and sections sticker sheets 2 cardstock sheets 20 preformatted-
illustrated-full page (8.5"x11") recipe pages 20 recipe cards 6 tabbed pocket dividers 10 recipe
cards protectors (can accomodate upto 40 5"x7"recipe cards) 10 plastic page protectors (can
accomodate upto 20 full page pages) Standard Ring Binder (more pages can be added)
Standard Page Protectors will fit if you need to add more pages.

How to Open and Operate a Financially Successful Personal Chef Business is a clear, concise
book that provides some very essential information for anyone looking to start their own chef
business. Offering perfectly-outlined steps and procedures, this book will take you from building
up your client base all the way to financial planning and success in the personal chef business.
Based on my accumulated experiences from 13 years of culinary service, I view this book as a
must. --Chef Justin Basta Personal Chef and Owner of Couture Party Foods
chefjustinbasta.comAbout the AuthorCarla and Lee Rowley are professional writers who have
more than a decade of experience in the personal insurance industry. Carla has spent years with
a national multiline insurance company, working to ensure that policyholders obtain the
appropriate coverages at the best prices for both commercial and personal lines. Lee has spent
years building the regulatory compliance division of a growing personal lines insurance
company, working with state regulators on key issues affecting the insurance-buying public.
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Sandy M. Bryant, “Bought for a gift. I bought this as a gift for a friend who was getting married. I
hand wrote several of my recipes and organized them in the book. There is a good selection of
scrapbook type pages and stickers. I only wish that there was a way to order just the recipe
cards that came with it. I ran out of cards before I ran out of recipes to put in the book. The full
size scrapbook recipe pages are nice because they have a space to put a photo of the
completed dish. Plus, there is a lot of space for writing out instructions or hints and tips for
preparing the dish.”

KV1968, “A little bit of everything in one handy book. I love the multiple functions of this book. It
is a scrapbook with pages you can customize and add photos of either the food, or the loved
one that made the dish along with the recipe. It also has recipe cards and extra sheets of paper
that can be used to make your own pages and clear inserts to put them in. It has these handy
folders in the back for those recipes you might find in a magazine and cut out and need to store
somewhere.  You can order extra pages of everything which is great.”

Uppie, “Great for scrapbookers.. Great if you are a scrapbooker. Filled my needs. Some of the
rings did not close securely so a little adjustment with pliers was necessary. Overall a good way
to get those family recipes passed on to the kids with plenty of room left for additions.”

NICOLE N, “the book is great with lots of stickers and ways to personalize it. the book is great
with lots of stickers and ways to personalize it. The only down side is that the back cover was
bent in shipping.”

MeeShelle, “Super fun and cute. My sister bought me one of these for Christmas last year and
put a bunch of my mom and grandmas recipes on it. Great gift idea for anyone who loves to cook
or if you just want to keep all your families treasured recipes in. So I had to buy more and put
them away to maybe add some of my own recipes some day. Came super quick too.”

bonbon110, “cookbook binder. I love this item.....its great to be able to enter and save my own
recipes!  and cant beat the  price! thanks!”

The book by Yale N. Patt has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 19 people have provided feedback.
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